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Hol Spraying Systems autonomous orchard sprayer can not only spray,  

but also refill automatically and take care of mowing, weeding,  fertilisation…. 
 

 

The wheelbase is 2.5 m and thanks to the wide 

steering angle of the front wheel, 6 m free 

space is sufficient to turn on headlands. During 

spraying, the robot drives forward like on the 

photo. – Photo: AgXeed 

 

The spray boom/tower with 16 air outlets (8 on each side) with nozzle bodies and 

optionally HSS’s ISA sensors will be mounted in the 2.5-ton rear robot linkage. The fan is 

electrically driven. 

 

The AgBot finds its way with one GNNS-receiverthat requires RTK accuracy. 

It is equipped with a LiDAR and an ultrasonic sensor for obstacle detection. 

By means of a task map the sprayer can do tree specific applications.  

The sprayer mounted on the Agbot can be equipped with innovative technologies like 

wind control, variable rate application and chlorophyll sensors detecting foliage (biomass) for 

optimal coverage. These sensors, are also used to determine and record tree shapes and heights 

and calculate growing power of for instance apple and pear trees. 

 

You have to start the HSS AgBot manually but once it’s done with its spray job, it will automatically 

rinse the spray lines and tank, park itself at a predefined location and shut down. The machine can 

also refill the tank fully autonomous during the job.  

A special filling station is required.  

 

To automate other operation too 

Growers can choose to buy an electrically driven rotary mower, mulcher, fertiliser spreader, finger 

weeder, weed sprayer and root pruner.  

AgBot can be equipped with PTO making it able to use existing implements. 

While mowing and weeding, the robot drives backwards to ensure that after turning on headlands, 

the implements and machines are aligned properly and straight in between 

the fruit trees. Another advantage of this mode of operation is that the vehicle doesn’t drive on 

the grass that is to be mowed. 
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The tricycle is fitted with a single steered wheel    

in the front with a 710/40 R22.5 tyre and two 

400/80 R28 tires in the rear at a 0.98 m track 

width. The overall vehicle width is limited to 

1.38 m. –  

Photo: AgXeed 

 

 

 

 

Technical specifications 
Engine: 2.9 l 4-cilinder Stage V Deutz, 75 hp, 300 Nm 

Driveline: electrical, 0-13.5 km/h 

Linkage: cat 1/2 three point rear linkage, 2.5 ton 

Tires: front 1 x 710/40 R22.5, rear 2 x 400/80 R28 

Wheelbase: 2.5 m 

Track width: 0.98 m (overall vehicle width 1.38 m) 

Spray tank: 2.000 l 

Rinse tank: 200 l 

Pumps: 1 AR45 spray pump, 1 Pentair mix pump 

Dimensions: 3.85 x 1.38 x 1.50 m (LxWxH) 

 
Optionally there’s an electrical 68 hp/700 Volt PTO drive and electric 68 

pk/700 Volt connectors for electrically driven implements and machines.  

The 2.8-ton robot also supplies 85 litres hydraulic oil per minute at 210 bar via maximum 3 double acting 

valves. 

 

Follow us on 

Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/HolSprayingSystems/  

Instagram-  https://www.instagram.com/hol_spraying_systems/  

Or have a look on our website to stay up to date -  https://holsprayingsystems.com/products/hss-fruit-agbot-

autonomous-machine/  

 

For any additional information do not hesitate to contact me 

koen@holsprayingsystems.com  
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